CEPP May 14 Retreat agenda.

1. Lunch/Welcome new members
2. Middle States and Integrative Learning (Sarah and Beau; 20 minutes)
3. Trustee meeting Tuesday AM (Beau; 5 min)
4. Community based research proposal (Karen Kellogg will join us for 20 minutes)
5. Science Literacy Assessment discussion (Corey Freeman-Gallant may join us for 20 minutes)
6. Team teaching credit proposal (Michael Arnush; 20 minutes)
7. Draft document on the shortcomings of the current model (to be drafted by PvA and distributed; 30 minutes)
9. Other business (Meeting time for 14-15?)

Hope is on for minutes but due to the length of the meeting, I suggest that she and Amy (who would be up next) split the time.